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Abstract: Numerous Personality Disorder can be found in novel entitled Tell Me Your Dreams.
The character, Ashley Patterson was submitted the crime to five men. This examination will
concentrate on (1) the manifestations of Multiple Personality Disorder and, (2) the effect of
Multiple Personality Disorder to the manslaughter. The examination will utilize the subjective
research and documentation. The wellspring of information is from Sheldon's epic Tell Me
Your Dreams as the essential information. The supporting are from diary, book, article, and so
forth identifying with brain science. This examination will utilize mental methodology. The
hypothesis that utilization to break down are the Multiple Personality Disorder,
manslaughter, and brain science of writing by Wellek and Warren. The consequence of the
examination uncovers that (a) the character of Ashley get the mental mistreatment from the
maltreatment and disregard in youthful age. It makes her construct the barrier from the
trigger of re-involvement in the present life. (b) the resistances lead the character of Ashley
make the hasty move and the most exceedingly terrible was murdered individuals.
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THE MANIFESTATIONS OF MULTIPLE PERSONALITY DISORDER
The manslaughter which is affected by mental factor developed in the Sidney Sheldon epic Tell Me
Your Dreams. The principle character, Ashley Patterson, who is referred to later as Multiple Personality
Disorder's patient, crime her male companions. The dysfunctional behavior of primary character is
assessed as the fundamental factor of the manslaughter alongside nearly similar ways how she slaughter
her unfortunate casualty. Something like visualization, dream, and weight of the horrendous rise in any
case. The mind issue and ailment, particularly the character issue can impact somebody to perpetrate the
wrongdoings or murder. One of the character issue is Multiple Personality Disorder or Dissociative
Identity Disorder. Demonstrative and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder (in Merckelbach, 2002: 482)
verify that the Multiple Personality Disorder is one of the psychological sickness where the individual or
patients can have at least two characters or personalities. This ailment is the perplexion malady because
of the exchanging of character which can occur under any conditions. They typically demonstrate the
particular indications when the evolving occured. This psychological maladjustment can be evaluated as
the main factor of somebody or particularly the patient herself to do the wrongdoings. The word 'various'
itself implies mutiple, for this situation it is character. In this way, somebody's characters can be great and
terrible. The cases among manslaughter, brain research, and psychological sickness are connected every
others. In Tell Me Your Dreams epic, the author, Sidney Sheldon, bring the cases from the genuine to the
anecdotal structure.
This case makes analyst intrigued to examine the connection of these things dependent on certain
hypotheses which identified with it, not just from the crative procedure of writing. The Multiple
Personality Disorder will turn into the fundamental issue to dissect in this exploration.
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The specialist will utilize a portion of the Multiple Personality Disorder hypotheses from specialists
and therapists alongside crime hypothesis and brain research writing by Wellek and Warren (1956). It
will respond to the primary inquiry which emerge, how the Ashley's Multiple Personality Disorder can
lead her to do crime. In light of the clarification over, the issue proclamation of this examination is How
does the Ashley's Multiple Personality Disorder influence her to do murder in Tell Me Your Dreams ?.The
target of this investigation is Analyze the Multiple Personality Disorder influence the manslaughter done
by Ashley in Tell Me Your Dreams.

INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION ASHLEY'S MULTIPLE PERSONALITY DISORDER
SYMPTOMS
Being Abused and Neglected : Traumatic Experiences Every psychological sickness has the reason as a
trigger. This is critical to clarify the reason for dysfunctional behavior so as to give the peruser
understanding toward the foundation of ailment. The hypothesis said that psychological maladjustment is
a condition that is brought about by basic disfunction. The Multiple Personality Disorder is accepted as
the result of awful encounters. It implies that the horrendous condition brought about by awful of attack
in youthful age is the primary driver of this psychological maladjustment. The sort of attack can be misuse
and disregard. In the Ashley's case, she isn't simply get the maltreatment from her dad yet in addition
disregard from her mother. Ashley likewise has this awful experience alongside the maltreatment. The
citation underneath shows about the disregard: "....Dr. Keller asked, "Was that the first occasion when it
occurred, Toni?" "Yes." "How old was Ashley?" "She was six." "And that is the point at which you were
conceived?" "Yes. Ashley was too startled to even consider facing it." "What occurred after that?" "Father
went to her consistently and got into bed with her." The words were spilling out at this point. "She
couldn't stop him. At the point when they returned home, Ashley revealed to Mother what occurred, and
Mother called her a lying little bitch. ...." (Sheldon, 1998: 328) The citation above tells that the sexual
maltreatment happened when she was in youthful age. She was as yet six years of age when the primary
maltreatment occured in London. The subsequent maltreatment happened when she was eight years of
age in Rome. This could happen in light of the fact that Ashley lived only with her father. Ashley was
dismissed by her mom. This happened when Ashley and her dad returned from London. She determined
what her dad done to her in London, yet her mom didn't trust her and even called her liar. After that day,
her mom never care about her again.
The specialist finds from the information over that the maltreatment in Ashley occurred in quite a
while and even pursued by danger from her dad. The pressure and discouragement from the
maltreatment are very weight. The dread came about because of the experience will make the injured
individual feel the doubt and become hostile to social. In light of Messman-Morre, Walsh, and DiLillo (in
Bureau, 2013: 5), the kids with abuse like maltreatment and disregard experience have a negative effect
in their life. Their psychological improvement will be distinctive with different youngsters without abuse.
This happen start from the experience happened to the adulthood. In this way, from the clarification
above it very well may be inferred that reason for Ashley psychological sickness are (1) She is sexualy
mishandled by her dad when she is six years of age, and (2) She is likewise disregarded by her Mom since
she think Ashley lie about what her dad done to her.

"TONI PRESCOTT" AND "ALETTE PETER": TWO PERSONALITIES IN ONE BODY
The Avoidance of Being Ashley The following, after clarification about the reasons for Multiple
Personality Disorder endured by Ashley, the scientist will clarify about the changes. Modifies or
characters are the primary factor in Multiple Personality Disorder. These adjusts are the primary result of
injury which isunite the feelings and recollections that connected to injury (Merckelbach, 2002: 482). For
Ashley's situation, there are two changes uncovered in her. They are Toni Prescott and AlettePeter. The
genuine character of Ashley is the character she normally utilized in regular daily existence. This
information demonstrates the Ashley genuine character: "...She went to think about herself in her room
reflect. She was taking a gander at the picture of a lady in her late twenties, perfectly dressed, with
patrician highlights, a thin figure and insightful, on edge dark colored eyes. There was a peaceful style
about her, an inconspicuous allure. Her dim hair fell delicately to her shoulders....." (Sheldon, 1998: 3) The
information above tells about Ashley genuine character. She is a twenty eight years of age ladies. She has
the thin figure and pleasant outfit. As the processing staff in PC organization, she is keen and shrewd.
She is a quiet young lady and alluring. She has the on edge darker eyes. It perhaps on the grounds that
she generally feels on edge of being pursued and bad dream. The other character of Ashley is her changes.
The change was the character which was made in Ashley's psyche during her horrible encounters
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previously. The two others character remained in Ashley body until she was grown-up. They turned out
or took over some of the time, particularly when Ashley face her awful experiences.
This information demonstrate the others character of Ashley, Toni Prescott: "......Toni Prescott
abhorred working at Global Computer Graphics. She was twenty-two years of age, naughty, vivacious, and
brave. She was half seething, half sparkler. Her face was puckishly heart formed, her eyes were an
insidious dark colored, her figure appealing. She had been conceived in London and she talked with a
wonderful British inflection. She was athletic and adored games, especially winter sports: siding and
coasting and ice-skating....." (Sheldon, 1998: 17) The information above tells about the character of Toni
Prescott.
She was the first change of Ashley uncovered in London when Ashley got her first sexual maltreatment
from her dad. She was twenty two years of age lady, six years more youthful than Ashley. She was
underhanded, cheering, yet in addition brave. She was truly friendly and consistently can perk up her
encompassing. Her character is courageous and more grounded than Ashley. The following is character of
Alette Peter, the second modify of Ashley. The information underneath demonstrate the character of
Alette: ".....AlettePetter was twenty years of age. She could be plain looking, appealing or incredibly
wonderful, contingent upon her state of mind and how she was feeling about herself. She was timid and
mild-mannered, with a tenderness that was right around a time misplacement.
Alette had been conceived in Rome, and she had a melodic Italian inflection. She cherished everything
about Rome...." (Sheldon, 1998: 27-28) The information above tells that Alette is the last Ashley's modify.
She is twenty years of age, eight years more youthful than Ashley. She was uncovered in Rome when
Ashley got her subsequent maltreatment experience. She is a straightforward young lady however look
alluring. She is somewhat cranky young lady since her style and appearance depended on her state of
mind. She is calm young lady with the familiar Italian inflection.
The scientist find that the Alette character is progressively comparable with Ashley. The specialist
finds from the information over that the modifies are generally made by injured individual mind to hold
up under the awful experience of them. In light of Nijenhuis (in Marckelbach, 2002: 482)"some
personalities experience torment, however others are analgesic; some are seriously dreadful, while
others experience animosity; yet getaway encountering, the trauma."The shirking toward the memory of
horrendous causes them to turn into the oblivious recollections. This makes them feel that that
experience has a place with another person. The finish of the clarification above is Ashley has two adjusts.
They are Toni Prescott and Alette Peter. Her modifies spare her from the sexual maltreatment submitted
by her dad. She can notreview these memory as long as Toni and Alette has that recollections. This causes
her to get by in her future existence without the scorn feeling toward his dad. She likewise has no
memory of what Toni and Alette had done to her body. The Symptoms of Multiple Personality Disorder
Suffered by Ashley in Tell Me Your Dreams After the clarification about reason and changes, the analyst
will clarify about the manifestations of Ashley's Multiple Personality Disorder.
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